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Cerebron: A Reconfigurable Architecture for
Spatiotemporal Sparse Spiking Neural Networks

Qinyu Chen , Member, IEEE, Chang Gao , Member, IEEE, and Yuxiang Fu , Member, IEEE

Abstract— Spiking neural networks (SNNs) are promising1

alternatives to artificial neural networks (ANNs) since they2

are more realistic brain-inspired computing models. SNNs have3

sparse neuron firing over time, i.e., spatiotemporal sparsity; thus,4

they are helpful in enabling energy-efficient hardware inference.5

However, exploiting the spatiotemporal sparsity of SNNs in6

hardware leads to unpredictable and unbalanced workloads,7

degrading the energy efficiency. Compared to SNNs with sim-8

ple fully connected structures, those extensive structures (e.g.,9

standard convolutions, depthwise convolutions, and pointwise10

convolutions) can deal with more complicated tasks but lead11

to difficulties in hardware mapping. In this work, we propose12

a novel reconfigurable architecture, Cerebron, which can fully13

exploit the spatiotemporal sparsity in SNNs with maximized14

data reuse and propose optimization techniques to improve the15

efficiency and flexibility of the hardware. To achieve flexibility,16

the reconfigurable compute engine is compatible with a variety of17

spiking layers and supports inter-computing-unit (CU) and intra-18

CU reconfiguration. The compute engine can exploit data reuse19

and guarantee parallel data access when processing different20

convolutions to achieve memory efficiency. A two-step data21

sparsity exploitation method is introduced to leverage the sparsity22

of discrete spikes and reduce the computation time. Besides,23

an online channelwise workload scheduling strategy is designed24

to reduce the latency further. Cerebron is verified on image25

segmentation and classification tasks using a variety of state-of-26

the-art spiking network structures. Experimental results show27

that Cerebron has achieved at least 17.5× prediction energy28

reduction and 20× speedup compared with state-of-the-art field-29

programmable gate array (FPGA)-based accelerators.30

Index Terms— Field-programmable gate array (FPGA),31

spiking neural network (SNN), workload balancing.32

I. INTRODUCTION33

OVER the past decade, the revolution of deep neural34

networks (DNNs) has led to the state-of-the-art per-35

formance on various tasks, such as image classification [1],36
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semantic segmentation [2], and object detection [3]. However, 37

DNNs are computational-intensive. They have high compu- 38

tational complexity and tremendous parameters, leading to 39

a large memory footprint and power budget and are diffi- 40

cult to be deployed on resource-constrained platforms. DNN 41

compression methods [4] and dedicated, efficient hardware 42

accelerators [5], [6], [7], [8] were explored to deal with 43

this problem. Network compression methods include data 44

quantization [9], [10], sparsity exploration [11], [12], and 45

compact model design [13], [14]. MobileNet [13], [15] as a 46

typical representative of compact models, adopts depthwise 47

separable convolution (DSC), which can achieve a comparable 48

accuracy with much fewer multiply-and-accumulation (MAC) 49

operations and parameters. To further improve throughput 50

and energy efficiency, dedicated hardware accelerators for 51

compact models [7], [8] were designed to explore computing 52

parallelism and efficient memory organization. 53

Another way to enhance energy efficiency is to use spik- 54

ing neural networks (SNNs). Compared to continuous-valued 55

DNNs, SNNs adopt an event-driven computing mechanism 56

(i.e., the membrane potentials of neurons are updated only 57

when the input spikes arrive); thus, they have inherent spa- 58

tiotemporal sparsity brought by discrete binary spikes [16] 59

and can achieve high energy efficiency by replacing multibit 60

MAC operations by additions. Existing works, such as IBM 61

TrueNorth [17], Intel Loihi [18], and Tianjic [19], have shown 62

that event-based SNNs can be efficiently implemented in 63

custom hardware. 64

It is believed that the ultimate advantage of SNNs comes 65

from their ability to fully exploit spatiotemporal event-based 66

information [16]. Previous works have shown that SNNs can 67

achieve competitive accuracy compared with nonspiking coun- 68

terparts for some complicated image segmentation and image 69

classification tasks [20], [21], [22], [23]. However, modern sil- 70

icon implementations of SNNs still lag behind DNNs, mainly 71

featuring lower throughput and higher energy per neuron [24]. 72

The spatiotemporal event-based information processing para- 73

digm leads to spatiotemporal sparsity in the networks. Exploit- 74

ing spatiotemporal sparsity in hardware design usually leads 75

to unpredictable and unbalanced workloads, and potentially 76

irregular and redundant memory access, thus degrading effi- 77

ciency. Besides, the inputs need to be received and processed 78

across several time steps, which leads to repeated data accesses 79

and longer processing time. Therefore, exploiting parallelism 80

in SNNs is more challenging than DNNs. Current SNN 81

accelerators mainly focus on accelerating traditional network 82
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structures such as multilayer perception [25], [26], which are83

difficult to meet the requirements of increasingly complex84

applications in terms of performance and efficiency.85

Therefore, we are motivated by these findings to design a86

reconfigurable architecture for SNNs, called Cerebron, target-87

ing high flexibility and efficiency. Cerebron can further lever-88

age flexibility to achieve higher efficiency. For example, Cere-89

bron can use both event-driven characteristics (spatiotemporal90

sparsity exploitation) and compact model structures (DSC) to91

achieve higher efficiency. We also propose several optimiza-92

tions to achieve high performance and low hardware overhead.93

The main contributions are:94

1) To obtain flexibility, a reconfigurable compute engine95

with inter-computing-unit (CU) reconfiguration and96

intra-CU reconfiguration is proposed to support various97

spiking layers, covering operations in various hybrid-98

NNs. The compute engine is also designed to exploit99

data reuse and guarantee parallel data access when100

processing different types of convolution to achieve high101

memory efficiency.102

2) To reduce the computation time, a two-step data sparsity103

exploration method is introduced to leverage the spar-104

sity of discrete spikes. Besides, an online channelwise105

workload scheduling method is proposed to reduce the106

latency further.107

3) The proposed design is implemented on a Xilinx108

XC7Z100 field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and109

verified by image segmentation and classification tasks.110

Results show at least 17.5× prediction energy reduction111

and 20× speedup achieved by Cerebron compared with112

state-of-the-art FPGA-based accelerators.113

II. PRELIMINARIES AND MOTIVATIONS114

A. Neuron Model for SNN115

The integrated-and-fire (IF) neuron model is used in this116

work. Assume that at time step t , the IF neurons in layer l117

receive binary input spikes �l(t), and the update mechanism118

of the temporary membrane potential of neurons is given by119

V l
temp(t + 1) = V l(t) + W l�l(t) (1)120

where V l(t) is the membrane potential at time step t , V l
temp(t+121

1) is the intermediate variable from V l(t) to V l(t + 1), Vth is122

the voltage threshold, and W l is the synaptic weight, which123

can signify the connection between neurons.124

If V l
temp(t +1) exceeds a predefined threshold Vth, an output125

spike �l(t + 1) will be produced. The membrane poten-126

tial at t + 1 would be updated by the reset-by-subtraction127

method [27]. The updating rules are described as128

�l+1(t) = U
(
V l

temp(t + 1) − Vth
)

(2)129

where U(x) denotes a unit step function. As shown in Fig. 1,130

SNNs are organized in cascaded layers and are executed over131

time steps with inputs encoded in spike trains. The spikes132

propagate through the network until reaching the output.133

Fig. 1. SNN topology and spiking neural dynamics.

Fig. 2. Different kinds of convolutions.

B. Depthwise Separable Convolutions 134

DSC [28] factorizes the standard convolution into a depth- 135

wise convolution and a pointwise convolution. Fig. 2 describes 136

how standard, depthwise, and pointwise convolution work. 137

In the standard convolution, the input feature map has to do 138

a convolution with F filters with a size of K × K × C . 139

The DSC comprises two steps. The first step is the depthwise 140

convolution, where only 2-D convolution is performed on each 141

input channel individually with K × K kernels. The second 142

step is the pointwise convolution, which can be regarded as 143

a standard convolution with 1 × 1 kernels. Compared to 144

standard convolution, DSC considerably reduces the number 145

of operations and parameters. One of the typical applications 146

of DSC is the compact model MobileNet, which can be run 147

much faster than traditional DNNs. 148

C. Spatiotemporal Sparsity and Event-Based 149

Workloads in SNNs 150

In traditional DNNs, sparsity exists both in weights and 151

feature maps. Some state-of-the-art pruning methods can 152

significantly increase the weight sparsity in networks with 153

comparable accuracy. Feature sparsity is the zeros existing 154

in the feature maps and is mainly caused by the activation 155

function (e.g., ReLU). The sparsity level is defined by the 156
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Fig. 3. Spike activity of a spiking convolution layer when running 28 ×
28-16c5-32c3-8c1(branch1)-10c3(branch2)-fc network on MNIST dataset.

fraction of zeros in filters or features. Operations involved157

with zeros have no impact on the final results and thus can be158

skipped to reduce computational workloads. In DNNs, sparsity159

only exists in the spatial dimension.160

In contrast, SNNs run over multiple time steps. The sparsity161

exists not only spatially across neurons but also temporally162

over time steps, i.e., spatiotemporal sparsity. In SNNs, weight163

sparsity has the same definition as that of DNNs. However,164

feature sparsity is not present in SNNs but replaced by the165

neuron state sparsity caused by discrete spikes. The neuron166

state is binary, where 1 denotes that a spike is produced and167

its fan-out connections are active, 0 denotes no spike produced,168

and its fan-out connections are inactive. As mentioned before,169

a spike is only produced when the accumulated membrane170

potential exceeds a predefined threshold. The spike rate of171

SNNs is defined as the fraction of neurons that produce a spike172

across all time steps, which directly affects the sparsity level.173

Fig. 3 shows the spike activity of a convolution layer when174

running on samples in the MNIST dataset. Most neurons do175

not fire at each time step, showing high-level spatiotemporal176

sparsity (∼93%).177

SNNs have intrinsically event-driven workloads since the178

workload associated with a layer strongly relates to the spike179

rate of neurons and the number of active fan-out connections180

per neuron [24]. The dynamic, active connections between181

neurons introduce an unpredictable workload pattern. Fig. 4182

shows the input neuron state maps of different channels.183

We found that the spike rate varies considerably among these184

input channels. The unbalanced spike rates among the input185

channels will correspondingly lead to unbalanced workloads.186

In summary, due to weight pruning and the randomness of187

input spikes, the sparsity is irregular and unpredictable, which188

is difficult for accelerators to leverage. Besides, the unbalanced189

workload caused by the sparsity will reduce the hardware190

efficiency.191

III. RELATED WORK192

SNNs are intensive in computing and data access. A variety193

of SNN acceleration methods have been designed to improve194

the efficiency of SNN computation and can be categorized195

into three types. The first type is to deploy SNNs on com-196

mercial platforms such as GPUs [29], [30], [31]. However,197

Fig. 4. Demonstration of the workload. (a) Spike summation of different
channels. (b) Spike rate distribution of different channels in a certain CONV
layer. The data are collected during segmenting a frame in a driving video,
and the output is the segmentation mask for the road.

GPUs can only achieve maximum efficiency when having 198

a large amount of parallelizable computation and memory 199

access, which is in contrast with the event-driven nature of 200

SNNs. The second direction is to build specific hardware 201

for SNNs [17], [18], [19], [24], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], 202

[37], [38], [39], [40], [41]. In this direction, various SNN 203

hardware implementations have recently been proposed, which 204

can be divided into two categories in terms of topologies: 205

general mesh and feedforward [42]. For the general mesh, 206

existing large-scale neuromorphic hardware systems, such as 207

IBM TrueNorth [17], Intel Loihi [18], and Tianjic [19], can 208

support a mesh of neurons by routers and schedulers. The 209

SNN networks are distributed among the neurocores, and each 210

neurocore is responsible for storing a portion of the weights 211

and computing that portion of the SNN topology. These 212

accelerators are biologically plausible but usually need large 213

area costs. Some accelerators (e.g., SIES [43], S2N2 [36], 214

and Spinalflow [24]) choose the feedforward approach. Their 215

neurocores are arranged in a cascaded fashion or configurable 216

processing element (PE) array. The accelerators belonging to 217

this kind require less area cost and achieve higher computing 218

resources utilization. Our work Cerebron also falls into this 219

category and is also largely complementary. The third category 220

is to explore emerging devices or materials that can be adapt- 221

able to the event-driven properties of SNNs, e.g., optics [44], 222

[45], memristors [46], [47], and spintronics [48], [49]. Using 223

the property of novel devices or materials may potentially 224

boost efficiency. For example, Feldmann et al. [45] designed 225

a fully optical neuromorphic framework for implementing 226

SNNs using phase-change materials, presenting a photonic 227

neural network consisting of four neurons and 60 synapses. 228

Singh et al. [49] built an ultralow-power architecture NEB- 229

ULA for SNNs and artificial neural networks (ANNs) infer- 230

ence using a spintronics-based magnetic tunnel junction neu- 231

ron model. 232

IV. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN AND DATA PROCESSING 233

A. Architecture Overview 234

The top-level architecture of Cerebron is shown in Fig. 5. 235

It is composed of a controller, on-chip buffers, an address 236

generator, and a compute engine. The on-chip buffer caches 237

neuron states, membrane potential (VMEM), and synaptic 238

Authorized licensed use limited to: TU Delft Library. Downloaded on February 06,2023 at 11:00:21 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 5. Proposed system architecture.

weights. A Xilinx Direct Memory Access (DMA) IP block239

controlled by the host is used to manage the I/O communica-240

tions between the accelerator and the host. Input neuron states241

are streamed to the accelerator and stored in the neuron state242

buffer. The address generator produces the addresses of the243

corresponding weights and membrane potentials. The compute244

engine also consists of a CU array, a data collection unit, and245

a workload scheduling unit.246

In the compute engine, the CU array has M × N CUs,247

and each CU is primarily composed of L PEs. The CU248

array is designed to be compatible with standard convolutions,249

depthwise convolutions, and pointwise convolutions to obtain250

versatility and flexibility. It is also optimized to support251

three kinds of data reuse: weight reuse, input neuron state252

reuse, and overlap reuse, which can vastly reduce memory253

access and eliminate the memory access conflict problem. The254

data collection unit contains multiple first input–first outputs255

(FIFOs) and register files to buffer data. The input neuron256

states and synaptic weights are loaded into the CU array to257

realize weight reuse and feature reuse. The overlap reuse is258

processed by transmitting overlaps in the data collection unit.259

The realization of data reuse by the data collection unit is260

further discussed in Section IV-D. The workload scheduling261

unit accumulates the spikes generated by CUs in each column262

to record the spike summation of each output channel, i.e.,263

the spike summation of each input channel in the subsequent264

convolution. By comparing the spike summations of different265

input channels, the workload in the convolution can be sched-266

uled channelwisely to obtain the balance.267

B. Reconfigurable Compute Engine268

1) Inter-CU Reconfiguration: The systolic array is a spe-269

cialized network of homogeneous PEs designed to process270

massive parallel computations [50]. In a typical systolic array,271

PEs get their inputs from neighboring PEs without frequently272

accessing data from memory. This is why the systolic array273

can achieve high throughput with relatively low memory274

bandwidth. Due to this advantage, many previous works adopt275

systolic arrays with output stationary dataflow for accelerating276

DNNs [51], [52]. However, the naive systolic array with277

output stationary dataflow has some shortcomings. On the one278

Fig. 6. Reconfigurable CU array with (a) systolic mode and (b) unicasting
mode.

hand, it is not suitable for processing all kinds of convolution 279

operations. For example, from a data reuse perspective, the 280

depthwise convolution cannot be processed in a naive systolic 281

manner because each 2-D input feature map is only convolved 282

with one filter; in other words, PEs cannot get inputs from 283

their neighboring PEs. Only the PEs in the first column are 284

busy, resulting in a considerable reduction of the utilization 285

ratio and degrading the performance. On the other hand, 286

the naive systolic array cannot fully exploit the parallelism 287

in neural networks. Each PE undertakes a convolution com- 288

putation, limiting the parallelism on sliding input windows’ 289

dimensions, such as channel dimension or vector dimension. 290

Previous works [7], [8] designed configurable adder trees 291

to support different convolutions and exploit the inherent 292

parallelism in convolutions. The reconfigurable adder tree can 293

be reconfigured to process x additions, each adding y input 294

data simultaneously, making it compatible with the parallelism 295

in various convolutions. However, this parallelism brought by 296

adder trees might result in the difficulty of processing sparsity. 297

In this work, we design a reconfigurable CU array to 298

support different convolutions and exploit the parallelism. 299

Our computing structure combines the advantages of the 300

systolic array and adder tree-based structure, exploiting higher 301

parallelism and keeping flexible and sparsity friendly. The 302

proposed reconfigurable CU array can be reconfigured to 303

different modes by changing the connections from the data 304

collection unit to each CU and between neighboring CUs. 305

Fig. 6 describes the details of the two reconfigurable modes, 306

including systolic mode and unicasting mode. In the systolic 307

mode [Fig. 6(a)], the input neuron state maps are loaded from 308

FIFOs in the data collection unit. They are sent to the CU array 309

from the left input port and horizontally shifted to the CUs. 310

The output neuron states and updated membrane potentials 311

are shifted to the right edge of the array. Each CU column 312

has a weight bus, which is connected to a group of register 313

files. The weight bus broadcasts the weights to CUs in this 314

column. In the unicasting mode [Fig. 6(b)], each CU has its 315

own connection to the register files, and the input neuron state 316

maps can be directly loaded from the register files in the 317

data collection unit. In this way, depthwise convolution can 318

be deployed on the CU array while keeping all the CUs busy. 319

2) Intra-CU Reconfiguration: Within a CU, the PE 320

can be reconfigured to support both different functions 321
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Fig. 7. Reconfigurable PE: (a) PE architecture, (b) datapath under average-pooling mode, (c) datapath under stand-alone convolution mode, and (d) datapath
under cascade convolution mode.

according to the configuration word mode, which includes322

the average-pooling mode [Fig. 7(b)], stand-alone convo-323

lution mode [Fig. 7(c)], and cascade convolution mode324

[Fig. 7(d)]. Under the average-pooling mode, PEs can exe-325

cute the average-pooling function independently. Under the326

stand-alone convolution mode, PEs can undertake the convolu-327

tion independently, mainly used in the depthwise convolution.328

Under the cascade convolution mode, PEs are configured to329

work with other PEs in the same CU to process the convo-330

lution, adopted in the standard and pointwise convolutions.331

The cascade convolution mode obtains the parallelism on the332

channel dimension.333

As shown in Fig. 7(a), the PE mainly consists of an accumu-334

lator and several comparators. Most of these units are reused335

in different modes. Therefore, the unused PE area is relatively336

small. The PE structure can be decomposed into three mod-337

ules: data selecting, integrating, and output forwarding. The338

data selecting module selects the nonzero data to support zero339

skipping, thus reducing operations and power consumption.340

The integrating module performs the accumulation. In the341

stand-alone and cascade convolution modes, the inputs of the342

accumulation are the synaptic weights from the aligned pairs,343

while in the average-pooling mode, the inputs are the input344

neuron states from the aligned pairs. The aligned pair denotes345

the pair where the input neuron states and weights are both 346

nonzero data. The output forwarding module is designed for 347

the cascade convolution mode. Since the sparsity is irregular, 348

the workload of each PE might not be equal, and the output 349

forwarding module works as an output regulator to arrange the 350

transmission of the partial sums between PEs. Within a CU, 351

the output enable signal from the next PE En_next will be 352

transferred to the current PE and works together with the local 353

output result enable signal En_local to determine when the 354

output enable signal En_Psum_next of the current PE should 355

be forwarded to the next PE. 356

C. Two-Step Data Sparsity Exploitation 357

The nonzero aligned data pairs should be extracted before 358

accumulating to exploit both input neuron state sparsity and 359

weight sparsity. The operations involved with zero operands 360

should be skipped to save energy and processing time. 361

Some works first compressed the data using popular sparse 362

encoding formats, e.g., CSC [5], ECOO [50], and then 363

extracted and compared the indices of nonzero features and 364

weights to get the nonzero aligned data pairs. However, SNNs 365

are not suitable for encoding binary neuron states since the 366

indices of nonzero data lead to high memory overhead since 367
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Fig. 8. Proposed two-step data sparsity exploitation.

they require multiple bits [36]. The previous work [35] adopted368

a one-step sparsity exploitation method to skip the input369

neuron state sparsity. The addresses of weights that correspond370

to the nonzero neuron state are calculated, and the weights371

are read from the buffers in one step. However, this requires372

several copies of the weights; otherwise, it will lead to memory373

access conflict. PEs in the same column receive different rows374

of input neuron states to reuse filters. However, the various375

sparsity existing in these neuron state rows leads to different376

weight addresses, thus leading to conflicts.377

In this work, a two-step data sparsity exploitation method378

is proposed to overcome the limitations. As shown in Fig. 8,379

we take a pointwise convolution example to illustrate how380

the two-stage data sparsity exploitation method works. In the381

first stage, two 1-D input neuron state vectors with length C382

are formed to two C-bit index signals “00010001” and383

“10100000” and loaded to the data collection unit.384

The two index signals will be dispatched to PE (0, 0) and385

PE (1, 0) in the CU array. Meanwhile, in the second stage, the386

starting address of each input spike vector is sent to the address387

generator to calculate the corresponding weight address. In this388

way, the weight vectors “w00w10w2w30w4” are read from the389

weight buffer and transmitted to the register files in the CU390

array. The index signals and the weight vector are adopted as391

mutual masks to determine the weights that have the exact392

location of aligned pairs, where both the index and weight393

are nonzero data. Within one clock cycle, the nonzero data394

will be filtered out, saved to the register file, and waiting to395

be accumulated. In the PE (0, 0), only the synaptic weight396

w4 is filtered out to accumulate; in the PE (1, 0), the synaptic397

weights w0 and w1 are filtered out.398

In such an approach, memory access conflicts are avoided399

when reusing weights. Furthermore, the CU array mainly400

involves accessing small register files instead of frequently401

accessing large buffers [static random access memory402

(SRAM)]. The energy efficiency could be improved accord-403

ingly.404

D. Data Reuse Supporting Different Convolutions405

Different convolutions usually involve different accumula-406

tion patterns, which brings an obstacle to the hardware design,407

especially in terms of data reuse. Fig. 9 describes how these408

convolutions achieve data reuse on the compute engine.409

1) Data Reuse in the Standard Convolution: The stan- 410

dard convolution can be exploited in weight reuse, feature 411

reuse, and overlap reuse. The details of data reuse in the 412

standard convolution are shown in Fig. 9(a). The weight 413

reuse and input neuron state map reuse are obtained by 414

broadcasting the same weights to CUs in the same CU column 415

and transferring the same inputs to CUs in the same row. 416

In the standard convolution, the input neuron state maps 417

required for the three convolution operations SM1, SM2, 418

and SM3 are overlapped with each other. The overlapped 419

part of SM1 and SM2 is called 3-D vertical overlap, and 420

the overlapped part of SM2 and SM3 is denoted as 3-D 421

horizontal overlap. If it is a naive design, the overlapped parts 422

of the input neuron state maps would be stored as several 423

copies, resulting in a waste of memory; also, repeated mem- 424

ory accesses are introduced, leading to unnecessary energy 425

consumption. 426

In this design, all input neuron state map elements need 427

to be read from the buffer only once. The vertical-FIFOs (v- 428

FIFOs) and horizontal-FIFOs (h-FIFOs) in the data collection 429

units are used to store the vertical overlap and horizontal 430

overlap, respectively, temporarily. We take the first convolution 431

involved with SM1 as an example. Ci j denotes the input vector 432

along the channel dimension. In the first period, C11, C21, and 433

C31 are loaded from buffers and sent to the CU array to initiate 434

the three convolutions. Meanwhile, copies of C11, C21, and C31 435

are streamed into v-FIFOs. In the second period, the copy of 436

C21 in v-FIFO2 is sent to the first CU row. In the third period, 437

the copy of C31 in v-FIFO3 is sent to the first CU row. Then, 438

in the fourth period, C12, C22, and C32 are loaded from the 439

buffers while holding two copies in v-FIFOs and h-FIFOs. The 440

copies of C22 and C32 in v-FIFOs are sent to the first CU row in 441

the following two periods. In the next three periods, C13, C23, 442

and C33 are operated in the same manner. The copies stored 443

in the h-FIFOs provide inputs for the neighboring right-hand 444

convolution involved with SM3. 445

2) Data Reuse in the Pointwise Convolution: The pointwise 446

convolution can be regarded as a particular case of the standard 447

convolution, i.e., the standard convolution with 1 × 1 kernel 448

size. In this case, overlapped input neuron state maps do not 449

exist when the filters slide over the inputs. They are only 450

related to weight reuse and feature reuse. Fig. 9(b) shows 451

the details of data reuse in the pointwise convolution. The 452

weight reuse and input neuron state map reuse in the point- 453

wise convolution can be achieved using the same approach 454

used in standard convolutions. The weights of the filters are 455

broadcasted to CUs in the same column, and the inputs are 456

transferred to CUs in the same row. 457

3) Data Reuse in the Depthwise Convolution: The depth- 458

wise convolutions are composed of multiple individual 2-D 459

standard convolutions. Each 2-D convolution only has one 460

filter, indicating that the input neuron state reuse does not 461

exist. In this case, only the weight reuse and overlap reuse 462

are exploited. The input neuron state maps cannot be fetched 463

from the neighboring CUs because the input neuron state maps 464

are not reused in the depthwise convolution. Therefore, the 465

CU array is reconfigured to unicasting mode to increase the 466

parallelism. As shown in Fig. 9(c), each CU in the array is 467
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Fig. 9. Data reuse supporting different convolutions: (a) standard convolutions, (b) pointwise convolutions, and (c) depthwise convolutions.

designed to have an extra interface to the outside, connected468

to a group of register files.469

Each CU column performs one 2-D convolution indepen-470

dently. The weight reuse is obtained by broadcasting the471

weights to CUs in the same CU column. The overlap here is472

divided into vertical overlap and horizontal overlap. We take a473

2-D convolution as an example. The first multiple rows of the474

input neuron state map are read from the buffer directly, and475

then, they are reshaped into a vector and stored in the register476

file. The inputs required for computing an output point can477

be directly fetched from the register files. In this case, the478

horizontal overlap reuse can be realized. As for the vertical479

overlap reuse, when the input neuron states in the first row are480

no longer involved in the convolution, they will be replaced481

by the input neuron states in the next row while keeping other482

intermediate rows in the register files. Each time only the483

useless rows will be replaced.484

E. Exploiting Workload Balance in Spiking Convolutions:485

Online Channelwise Workload Scheduling486

Fig. 4 shows the considerably unbalanced sparsity among487

the input neuron state maps of different channels. This488

unbalance will reduce the throughput when processing con- 489

volutions. In the standard convolution, PEs undertake the 490

computations over the input channels. Within a CU, the PE, 491

which computes with the most sparse inputs, first finishes 492

its task, whereas the PE processing with the most nonzero 493

inputs becomes the bottleneck of the hardware throughput. 494

Similarly, in the depthwise convolutions, each CU column 495

performs one slice of depthwise convolution (i.e., 2-D con- 496

volution) individually. Since the input sparsity of each 2-D 497

convolution is different, the CU column, which computes 498

the 2-D convolution with the most sparse inputs, first fin- 499

ishes its task, whereas the CU column processing 2-D con- 500

volution with the most nonzero inputs becomes the foot 501

dragger. 502

We propose an online workload scheduling method targeting 503

spiking convolutions (seen in Algorithm 1) to deal with this 504

problem. The workload is scheduled with the minimum gran- 505

ularity of the 2-D convolution (i.e., a separable slice of depth- 506

wise convolution or partial channel convolution of standard 507

convolutions). The scheduling task is mainly undertaken by the 508

workload scheduling unit, primarily composed of a workload 509

accumulator, a serial full comparison sorting module, and a 510

scheduling table. 511
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Fig. 10. Demonstration of the proposed workload scheduling method using a simple example.

The preparation work is to get the spike number of the input512

neuron state map in each 2-D convolution; in other words,513

we need to accumulate the spikes generated by the neurons514

in each output map in the previous convolution. The output515

generated by each CU will be transferred sequentially to the516

workload accumulator, each positive signal indicates an active517

connection, and makes the workload number add by 1. The518

first step is sorting and regrouping. Every round, we will get a519

list containing M output spike summations, and then, M values520

in the list will be sorted in order. Here, we adopt the serial521

full comparison sorting method, and the latency is about 2M522

cycles each round. The latency of all rounds except the last523

one is hidden by the computations in CUs. The last 2M-cycle524

delay is negligible as it takes more than thousands of cycles525

to finish the convolution. Now, we get F/M sorted lists, each526

containing M elements. Then, the value in the same position527

of each list will be put together to regroup M new lists; each528

new list has F/M elements. The sorting and regrouping results529

will be stored in the scheduling table. The second step is530

fine-tuning. The maximum element in each new group will531

be selected and compared with the maximum element of the532

previous group using comparators in the serial full comparison533

module. If it is larger, these two elements will swap places.534

The fine-tuning results will be saved back to the scheduling535

table. The third step is adjusting. To guarantee the parallelism,536

we need to keep the element in the list equal to Q. The537

value Q is the number of PEs within a CU when processing538

standard convolutions, whereas the number of CU columns539

is in depthwise convolutions. Q is compared with F/M to 540

determine whether the lists need to be split or concatenated 541

with others. 542

Fig. 10 shows the procedure of the proposed work- 543

load scheduling method working on depthwise convolution. 544

Assume that the CU array has eight CU columns (M = 8), 545

and there is a pointwise convolution with 64 output neuron 546

state maps (F = 64). These 64 output neuron state maps as 547

the inputs of 64 2-D convolutions in the subsequent depthwise 548

convolution need to be scheduled to achieve the workload 549

balance. The input neuron state map with most spikes within 550

a round dominates the processing time (denoted as the red 551

triangle). The scheduling method can gather the 2-D convolu- 552

tion with similar levels of spike summation together into one 553

processing round, thus reducing the workload unbalance. It is 554

observed that the processing time is gradually reduced with 555

the scheduling process. 556

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 557

A. Experimental Setup 558

Methods for direct training of SNNs have made tremendous 559

progress recently but are often computationally expensive and 560

challenging to scale up to deeper networks. Conversion of 561

DNNs to SNNs is a more straightforward way to obtain an 562

SNN with equivalent accuracy to the DNN. This method 563

transfers the pretrained ANN parameters to a network of the 564

same topology as ANN but uses spiking neurons. In this work, 565
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Algorithm 1 Channelwise Workload Scheduling Mechanism

for converting the DNNs to the spiking version, we use an566

open-source SNNtoolbox,1 which implements the conversion567

methods described in [27].568

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed design using569

two kinds of tasks, including image classification and image570

segmentation. When testing image classification tasks, we use571

two representative models of the spiking version on the572

MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. For the MNIST dataset, an in-573

house ConvNet model with architecture 28 × 28-16C3-32C3-574

16C3-10 is used for evaluation. For the CIFAR-10 dataset,575

we select a variant of MobileNet: a thinner MobileNet. The576

thinner MobileNet includes one standard convolution layer as577

the first layer, followed by eight DSCs, an average-pooling578

layer, and a fully connected layer. The detailed architecture579

is shown in Table I. Since the input size of CIFAR-10 is580

smaller than ImageNet, we change the stride of the first three581

depthwise convolutions from 2 to 1 to guarantee the resolution.582

When testing image segmentation tasks, we study the task583

of detecting lanes in driving videos. We use a segmentation584

network (referred to as SegNet hereinafter) with 160 × 80 ×585

3-8C3-16C3-32C3-32C3-16C3-1C3-160 × 80 × 1 structure586

1https://snntoolbox.readthedocs.io/

TABLE I

ARCHITECTURE OF THINNER MOBILENET ON CIFAR-10

to realize the end-to-end pixelwise prediction. The model is 587

tested on the dataset from the MLND-Capstone project.2 588

We implement our design on a Xilinx Zynq XC7Z100 589

FPGA running at 200 MHz. The host program is responsible 590

for sending synaptic weights and input neuron state maps into 591

the programmable logic (PL) and collecting the final results. 592

B. Design Space Exploration in Workload Balance 593

The theoretical peak throughput of the accelerator on the 594

PL part is given as 595

Throughputpeak = f ∗ P (3) 596

where f denotes the clock frequency of PL and P is the total 597

number of PEs in this design. In this accelerator, P = M × 598

N × L, where M denotes the number of CU columns, N is the 599

number of CU rows, and L is the number of PEs within a CU. 600

Theoretically, the peak hardware throughput is proportional to 601

the number of PEs; however, the actual throughput is affected 602

by the workload imbalance brought by the inherent dynamic 603

spatiotemporal sparsity of SNNs. 604

As we analyzed in Section III-E, in depthwise convolution 605

and standard convolution, the slices of 2-D convolutions have 606

different nonzero values in the input neuron state maps, 607

leading to unbalanced workloads. To alleviate the unbal- 608

ance, we propose an online channelwise workload scheduling 609

method. To quantify the balance effect, we define the balance 610

ratio (BR) of the PEs adopted in [53] 611

BR =
∑T

t=1 WLt,mean∑T
t=1 WLt,max

(4) 612

WLt,mean =
M∑

m=1

WLm
t (5) 613

WLt,max = max
(
WL1

t , WL2
t , . . . , WLM

t

)
(6) 614

where WLt,mean and WLt,max are, respectively, the mean and 615

max workload of PE array at time step t . The BR is obtained 616

2https://github.com/mvirgo/MLND-Capstone/
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Fig. 11. Balance ratio of the accelerator versus the choice of Q in depthwise
convolutions and standard convolutions.

by running over T time steps. The performance is dominated617

by the max workload WLt,max. We can achieve better perfor-618

mance when the max workload is closer to the mean workload.619

To evaluate the influence of the choice of Q on the workload620

balance, we conduct the experiments on depthwise convolu-621

tion from MobileNet and standard convolutions from SegNet622

separately. As mentioned before, in depthwise convolution, Q623

denotes the number of PEs in a CU. Fig. 11(a) shows the BR624

across depthwise convolution layers of the spiking MobileNet625

with and without the online channelwise workload scheduling626

method and demonstrates how the BR changes with different627

choices of Q. It was observed that the workload is more628

balanced (∼1.6×) when the scheduling method is applied.629

Besides, the workload is naturally more imbalanced when the630

value of Q is increasing. As the precondition to increasing631

the hardware parallelism, we considered setting the Q value632

between 4 and 8, where the BR value is between 0.79 and 0.82.633

In the standard convolution, Q denotes the number of CU634

columns. Fig. 11(b) and (c) shows the BR across standard con-635

volution layers with and without workload scheduling method636

and demonstrate how the BR changes with different choices of637

Q, under two cases: ConvNet model for MNIST dataset and638

SegNet model for MLND-Capstone dataset. In the first case639

[Fig. 11(b)], the workload is more balanced (∼1.3×) when640

the workload scheduling method is applied. In the second641

case [Fig. 11(c)], the workload is more balanced (∼1.7×)642

when the workload scheduling method is applied. Similar643

to before, the workload is naturally more imbalanced when644

the value of Q increases. As the precondition to increasing645

the hardware parallelism, we considered setting the Q value646

Fig. 12. Reduction on buffer capacity and access.

Fig. 13. Energy efficiency improvement of Cerebron with different sizes of
CU rows.

between 4 and 8, where the BR value is between 0.68 and 647

0.75. Therefore, we set the number of CU columns as 8 and 648

PEs within a CU as 4. 649

C. Memory Efficiency 650

Memory efficiency is mainly featured by evaluating the 651

reduction of required buffer accessing and buffer capacity. 652

In this design, it is mainly obtained by the overlap reuse 653

and two-step sparsity exploitation. Fig. 12 shows the average 654

reduction ratio in different models. From the overlap reuse per- 655

spective, nearly 9× reduction of neuron state buffer accessing 656

and capacity is achieved on the ConvNet and SegNet since 657

a large number of overlapped maps have existed. However, 658

the reduction in MobileNet is relatively smaller because the 659

pointwise convolution as the major component of MobileNet 660

is involved with 1 × 1 kernels, which has no overlap. From the 661

two-step sparsity exploitation perspective, it solves the weight 662

access conflict problem and avoids using several copies of the 663

weight buffer, thus reducing 8× of the buffer capacity. 664

D. Energy Efficiency and Performance 665

In this section, we evaluate the energy efficiency improve- 666

ment of this design. Without considering off-chip data access, 667

Fig. 13 shows that Cerebron can achieve up to 9.6× energy 668

consumption reduction over various models compared to the 669

accelerator without optimization. On one hand, numerous 670

additions have been skipped, which reduces the energy con- 671

sumption largely. On the other hand, the energy consumption 672

caused by buffer access is significantly reduced. The overhead 673

introduced by FIFOs or register files is much less than the 674

above two aspects, which takes up less than 5% of the power. 675

Experimental results also show that Cerebron with a larger 676

number of CU rows (N) could obtain a higher improvement 677

in energy efficiency. Considering that the input size of the 678

latter layers in the network is small, we set the number of 679
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TABLE II

COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORKS

CU rows as 8. In summary, the scale of Cerebron is set to680

8 × 8 × 4.681

An essential feature of Cerebron is its ability to handle the682

dynamic sparsity in the temporal–spatial domain. We adopt the683

two-step sparsity exploitation method to eliminate the sparsity684

and an online channelwise workload scheduling strategy to685

deal with the unbalance workload introduced by the dynamic686

sparsity. Through analysis, the baseline is the 50-GOp/s the-687

oretical peak throughput obtained by (4). When the two-step688

sparsity exploitation method was applied alone, the accelerator689

can achieve 0.44-, 0.48-, and 0.45-TOp/s effective throughput690

on ConvNet, MobileNet, and SegNet models, respectively.691

After the online channelwise workload scheduling method is692

applied, further speedup is achieved, and the accelerator can693

achieve 0.65, 0.52, and 0.60 TOp/s. Overall, by combining694

sparsity exploitation and workload scheduling, the accelerator695

achieved up to 13× speedup compared to the accelerator696

without optimization. For better illustrating Cerebron’s ability697

to handle temporal SNNs, the effective throughput across698

different time steps is also tested. Taking the spiking ConvNet699

as an example, as shown in Fig. 14, the effective throughput700

changes with the time steps due to the varying active con-701

nections. Another evaluation method is based on the synaptic702

operation (SOP) [25]. Each SOP delivers a spike through an703

individual synapse. After optimizations, the throughput can704

reach 40.1, 44.2, and 45.0 GSOp/s on ConvNet, MobileNet,705

and SegNet models, respectively.706

E. Comparison With Previous Works and Discussion707

Table II compares the performance of Cerebron with pre-708

vious state-of-the-art SNN accelerators, including information709

such as tasks, datasets, computation time, energy consumption,710

and throughput. As can be seen from the table, Cerebron711

Fig. 14. Effective throughput across time steps when processing the Spiking
CovNet.

has maximum flexibility, which can support a variety of 712

emerging network structures and model sizes. It has the lowest 713

computation time (0.026 ms/image) and prediction energy 714

(0.04 mJ/image) while achieving state-of-the-art accuracy clas- 715

sification accuracy (99.40%) for the MNIST classification 716

task among these designs. When processing larger scale net- 717

works, it can achieve 10.63 ms/image, 14.88 mJ/image, and 718

91.90% accuracy for MobileNet on the CIFAR-10 dataset, 719

and 0.80 ms/image, 1.12 mJ/image, and 97.30% accuracy for 720

SegNet on the MLND-Capstone dataset. Results show that 721

the implementation achieves at least 17.5× prediction energy 722

reduction and 20× speedup compared with those state-of-the- 723

art FPGA-based accelerators. The resource utilization of the 724

XC7Z100 FPGA is summarized in Table III and the power 725

breakdown is shown in Fig. 15. 726

The neuromorphic processors, such as TrueNorth and Loihi, 727

exploited sparsity at the expense of area cost. Since they are 728

biologically inspired designs, each neuron has occupied a fixed 729

resource of the chip without reuse, and large areas of resources 730

will be in the idle state. In our work Cerebron, resources can 731

be reused by neurons and well-arranged to achieve both energy 732
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Fig. 15. Breakdown of on-chip power consumption.

TABLE III

XC7Z100 FPGA RESOURCE UTILIZATION OF CEREBRON

efficiency and low cost by sparsity exploitation and afterward733

workload balance and scheduling. Besides, compared to other734

SNN accelerators using feedforward topology, our design735

is more sparse-friendly, and it exploits the spatiotemporal736

sparsity and further improves the throughput by scheduling737

the event-driven workloads.738

Recently, some latest works, such as LSMCore [54] and739

SSO-LSM [55], are concentrating on accelerating liquid state740

machine (LSM), which is the spiking version of reservoir741

computing. As discussed in LSMCore, there are three main742

challenges for LSM acceleration: 1) any possible connections743

among neurons are required; 2) the computation and com-744

munication of all neurons are completed within one time745

step; 3) sparsity utilization is adopted to reduce hardware746

resource and latency overhead. Luckily, Cerebron can meet747

these requirements and can be used to execute LSMs.748

VI. CONCLUSION749

In this work, we introduce a reconfigurable architec-750

ture, Cerebron, for SNNs targeting flexibility and efficiency.751

To achieve flexibility, a reconfigurable compute engine with752

inter-CU and intra-CU reconfiguration is proposed to support753

various spiking layers. To achieve memory efficiency, the com-754

pute engine is also designed to exploit data reuse and guarantee755

parallel data access when processing different convolutions.756

To reduce the computation time, the inherent spatiotemporal757

sparsity is exploited. Besides, an online channelwise work-758

load scheduling is designed to reduce the latency further.759

This design was implemented on a Xilinx XC7Z100 FPGA760

and verified on image segmentation and classification tasks,761

which uses spiking models, including ConvNet on MNIST,762

MobileNet on CIFAR-10, and SegNet on the MLND-Capstone763

dataset.764
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